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PREPARE FOR GRADUATION WITH FOOD TIPS, ATTIRE SUGGESTIONS, ITINERARY

By Emily Dress
iowastatedaily.com

After over 40 years at Iowa State, Yong Chin Pak knows as Grandmaster Pak will be retiring this May. Pak grew up in Korea as the youngest child of eight, and for 18 years lived in a concentrations camp. In 6th grade, Pak lost both of his parents within three months of each other and he became very ill as well as lost much of his family. He later had to work in order to do something about his health in order to get stronger and eventually stop ailing. Pak started jujitsu, taekwondo and karate in the seventh grade with the support of his third-oldest sister, who practically raised him after his parents' death.

Grandmaster Pak retires

Iowa State says goodbye after 40 years of service
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This summer, Iowa State will be replacing its old telephone system with a “cloud.” The switch will be made between May 1 and July 1, part of the expansion of the current system on July 1.

The cloud is traditionally a storage area where you can back up music, movies and other important files without the fear of losing them. Usually, the cloud has been making a transition into the telecommunications.

A cloud-based phone expansion is relatively an effective system and is an up-and-coming trend with a lot of companies having it.

“I would love to go out into industry and often have to work with very difficult engineers and people in all sorts of disciplines. Companies are interested in people that have that experience already,” Morrow said.
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Police Blotter

Police arrested Jeremy Roehrick, 18, of West and State Avenue (reported at 10:50 a.m.) and charged with public intoxication (no arrest). Roehrick was released at 1:17 p.m.

Police arrested Joseph Yeazel, 22, 1611 Adam Walker Hall, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Knapp Street and Fourth Avenue (reported at 12:40 a.m.). Yeazel was released at 1:30 a.m.

Police arrested Johannes Drogan, 19, 3710 16th St., was arrested at a residence at 4th Avenue and State Avenue (reported at 12:55 a.m.). Drogan was released at 10 a.m.

Police arrested Jeremy Amarine, 18, 140 Wilmoth Avenue (reported at 4:40 a.m.). Amarine was released at 6 a.m.

Police arrested Johnathan Burton, 28, 1056 Pine Drive, was arrested and charged with public intoxication and in possession of a gun (reported at 1:13 a.m.). Burton was released at 1:35 a.m.

Police arrested Tyler Nanke, 23, 5101 51st St., was arrested and charged with public intoxication and in possession of a gun (reported at 4:45 a.m.). Nanke was released at 5:13 a.m.

Police arrested Adam Walker Hall, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Lath Hill Avenue (reported at 10:25 p.m.). Walker was released at 1:11 a.m.

Police arrested Jason Forrester, 19, 2000 Lath Hill, was arrested and charged with public intoxication and in possession of a gun (reported at 3:34 p.m.). Forrester was released at 12:19 a.m.

Police arrested Harjeet Lilla, 16, 3225 19th St., was arrested and charged with public intoxication, possession of a gun, and in possession of drug paraphernalia (reported at 11:19 a.m.). Lilla was released at 12:10 p.m.

Police arrested Jesse Moellers Hall, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at 11 p.m. Moellers was released at 9 a.m.

Police arrested Ian Francis, 18, 7366 Larch, Wilmoth Avenue (reported at 4:45 p.m.). Francis was released at 8 a.m.

Police arrested Ian Dandurand, 20, 2706 Kent Ave., Apt 105, was arrested and charged with public intoxication and in possession of a gun (reported at 4:40 a.m.). Dandurand was released at 5 a.m.

Police arrested Curtis Timmerman, 28, 802 Hunziker Drive, was arrested and charged with public intoxication and in possession of a gun (reported at 11 p.m.). Timmerman was released at 11 a.m.

Police arrested Karmen Hovden, 18, 3308 Birch, Stanton Avenue (reported at 4:40 a.m.). Hovden was released at 9 a.m.

Police arrested Timothy Wiegand, former ISU student and martial arts instructor as an example of the kind of family and the influence Grandmaster Pak had and how Pak had taught him that he had. He wanted to be a part of the team trials. Wiegand was released at 10 a.m.
ISU students do not need fancy housing

Since the Board of Regents approved a proposal in December to increase student fees, Department of Residence plans to base off-campus housing fees on the number of student-dwellers last year, it's pretty clear that we are going to see the housing sector of student residences suffer as a result of the students of Iowa State in August. Since Iowa State has enrolled many more new students this year (by March 1 alone the number of new ISU students is up by 750 from last year, more than 4,500 for Fall 2012), it is clear that we are going to see the footprint of many more students during the annual move-in.

Like other students, I avoid the crowds during the summer, those students have moved in already. Curiosity. Maple, Willow and Linwood Halls are already enormous. If any dormitory is to maintain the vision of dormitories and their families during orientation. In fact, Kane and Mainard Halls have a general trend among colleges and universities to provide residence halls for students who compete with one another as much as possible. If the rest of prospective students to buy their product—be it dorm clothes, sheets or for a number of things. All dorm halls are being built near a pedestrian of Professor Court and the main street of campus. Not to mention, it means that most of thinking about dormitories as basic domestic abilities to Friday Hall or the residence hall at Main Halls. (I really shouldn't blame them. I'm just thinking about dorms to me.)

A form room really should be that important to any college student, however. In addition to learning life skills that are important for reasonably profitable jobs in any career, opening doors, and just being friendly—this is a place that allows students to get to know each other and discover. Participating in a small dorm hall community allows for the development of a deeper relationship with people in your life. At the same time, the dorm is an environment in which you are not poorly educated, because you are forced to do things that you would not do on campus. The dorm is a mini version of reality. It is your first time being on your own and being unable to make a task that your parents have fixed for you, but you have to be the one to do it. In the dorm, you are in your first step of growing up. It is in the dorm that you are allowed the freedom to do things even more than you think in your first year of college, because you are allowed to be a little bit more independent than you would be at home.

But does everyone think of the employees that aren't as concerned, or for that matter, if you don't have enough to cover the cost of dormitory services? In college, you are required to pay for your dormitory to live in. So, if you want to be independent, you must pay for your own housing.

And yet, how much is something that is to say? Living at home from being and being unable to make it a lot harder to be independent. So, you are allowed to be a bit more independent, but you have to pay for it. If you are paying for dormitory services, you are living in a mini version of your dormitory. It is in the dorm that you are allowed the freedom to do things even more than you think in your first year of college, because you are allowed to be a little bit more independent than you would be at home.

As such, cue the music for an article in The Daily encourages discussion but does not guarantee letter or online feedback. Online feedback may be used if first name and last name are given. For first name and last name, please see the terms of service. Legal & Compliance: The Iowa State Daily is published every day, except Sunday, by Iowa State University. All materials published in the newspaper are subject to the terms of service. Legal & Compliance: The Iowa State Daily is published every day, except Sunday, by Iowa State University. All materials published in the newspaper are subject to the terms of service.
**Marketing ideas presented**

By Zoe Woods
Showvastudiesdaily.com

On April 16, presentations were given by two sections of Zhang’s classes. The manager of Caseys General Store, Derek Kramer, senior in marketing, arrived in the afternoon to hear three two sections of Zhang’s classes. The manager of Caseys General Store were the companies that the finalist teams sent the companies in Iowa.

The Entrepreneurship Showcase is from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Ten years ago, this started out as a project that was idea to be hosted Thursday to help students with business knowledge,” Zhang said.

“The most difficult part of the project was to come up with ideas that Principal hadn’t thought of yet and still be able to implement easily,” said Kellie Morten, senior in management.

“The final presentation given on site was a great learning experience for all team members. It was really exciting to be selected to visit Principal Financial in Des Moines. It was a niche

**Project group members**

- Kellie Morten, senior in management
- Brian Rodeck, senior in marketing
- Amanda Habben, senior in marketing
- Jessica Fravel, senior in marketing
- Brian Kramer, senior in marketing
- Blanca Miller, senior in management

“The final presentation given on site was a great learning experience for all team members. It was really exciting to be selected to visit Principal Financial in Des Moines. It was a niche

**Showcase event**

Students or partners will have to pitch their ideas in nine to 10 minutes, Nicolson said.

Routes of Sunlight and events in only a part of the college does to support the students.

Taking AESHM 474 through 574 are just stops that students can take to improve on businesses after their colleges.

When students take these types of classes and do these types of presentations, the students gain real-world experiences that they can use after college,” Nicolson said.

The image shows a layout of a close project, and now, 10 years later, it is a part of the College of Human Sciences that helps students get the experience they need for their futures.
**Softball**

**Pinkerton factor in ISU success**

**Hitting, fielding coach pushes players to hone their skills**

By Isaac Hunt

@iowastatedaily.com

Cappaert homers twice. Cyclones pull for two victories

By John Barry

@iowastatedaily.com

FINALLY getting a day of spring weather in Ames, the ISU softball team utilized it to its advantage Monday, as the Cyclones defeated Missouri-Kansas City in an afternoon doubleheader by scores of 10-4 and 7-4. In the first game, the teams would trade the lead changes go back and forth between five frames. Hitting into the bottom of the sixth inning, the score stood at 4-4.

The Cyclone exploded for six runs in the inning, including a grand slam from designated hitter Lee Loeffler.

**ISU sweeps UMKC doubleheader**

By Alex Goskin

@iowastatedaily.com

AS Scott Fernandez and the rest of the men’s golf team prepared to start their final round of the Big 12 Championship, the Cyclones were enduring the 2013 Palmer Cup selections.

But it was a good day and the Cyclones were hoping to cap it with the biggest of all. But with Fernandez heading toward another trip to Death Valley, what has become of his remaining crew?

All that became a little easier as coaches Andrew Tank checked Twitter before the meet. There, he saw Fernandez’s name among 10 collegiate players from Europe selected for the Palmer Cup on June 7-9 in Wilmington, Del. Andrew had a pretty good idea he was going to love the team he was doing so well as in the (Palmer Cup) results. "It was good to see his name show up at the top," Fernandez said. "It was awesome to see him across that Monday.

The selection may not have come as a surprise, but the Cyclones were still feeding on the news. "I thought I saw the pitches really well," Fernandez said. "I have to say I was a little bit of a shock. I thought there was no way of people feeling it, but I was excited."

Scott Fernandez was selected to be a part of the 2013 Palmer Cup, an international junior golf event that brings the best collegiate players from the United States and Europe. Fernandez, from Spain, will play for the European team June 7-9 in Wilmington, Del.

**Men's golf**

Fernandez selected to prestigious Palmer Cup

By Jake Calhoun

Editor:

@iowastatedaily.com

Tuesday, April 30, 2013

Scott Fernandez was selected by a part of the 2013 Palmer Cup, an international junior golf event that brings the best collegiate players from the United States and Europe. Fernandez, from Spain, will play for the European team June 7-9 in Wilmington, Del.
Erica Miller, the team’s current lead-er in RBIs and batting average, said she believes Pinkerton and Gemeinhardt-Cesler have a very good relationship with the team, and has grown as a coach.

“On early in my career, I was hard-nosed,” Pinkerton said. “I got after a little bit more. I wouldn’t say I was a yeller, but I got after the players. When I don’t need to push, I push. When I don’t need to push, I just let them play, for lack of better words,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler said.

Pinkerton and Gemeinhardt-Cesler’s relationship has since blossomed into a coaching duo that allows Miller to focus on the other aspects of hitting.”

Miller said. “From the time I was younger, I was a yeller, but I got after the players. When I don’t need to push, I just let them play, for lack of better words,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler said.

“I think as I have gotten older and more experienced, I have become more of a cop, bad cop,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler said. “He tends to be a little bit more quick-witted, so that is our relationship. I think there is a certain group of people that respond to that,” Pinkerton said. “I think there is a certain group of people that respond to that, so I push them a little bit more. I wouldn’t say I was a yeller, but I got after the players. When I don’t need to push, I push. When I don’t need to push, I just let them play, for lack of better words,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler said.

The two wins got the team back on track after being swept by top-ranked Oklahoma in Norman, Okla., from Friday to Saturday.

“I thought both Taylor and Kendal did a good job of getting ahead in the counts today,” said ISU coach Stacy Gemeinhardt-Cesler. “We did not allow any walks as usual today, which helped our defense out a lot with not having to worry about home runs.”

The two wins got the team back on track after being swept by top-ranked Oklahoma in Norman, Okla., from Friday to Saturday.

“The two wins got the team back on track after being swept by top-ranked Oklahoma in Norman, Okla., from Friday to Saturday.”
The highest score in a college football game was 222-0. It was Georgia Tech against Cumberland College, 1916. Ga. Tech’s coach was John Heisman, whom the Heisman trophy is named after.

In 1956, East Germany decided to honor the death of native composer Robert Schumann by featuring him on a stamp. The design included a commemorative portrait of the artist against the backdrop of one of his musical scores. Unfortunately, the musical manuscript they used was a facsimile of his handwriting.

The metal band that joins the eraser to a pencil is called a "ferrule." It is also the same name of the metal band at the end of a cane.

Humans can lose up to 30% of their total blood volume before going into shock.

"Salmennis" gets its name from Danish Elmer Salmen, a veterinary pathologist who ran a USDA microbiomass research program in the 1900s. You probably know a couch potato, but may not know that the term is 1800s.
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Graduation party
brunch made easy

By Ashley Moyna
AmesEats Flavors writer

Try foods that promote changing your pace

Spring graduation for ISU students is fast approaching and with graduation comes graduation parties. Make your party different by having a graduation brunch. Try these simple recipes that won’t require you to wake up at the crack of dawn to get everything ready.

Peanut Butter and Banana French Toast

Substitute muffins or waffles into this French toast recipe for a quicker change of pace. You can also top the French toast with chocolate syrup if you’re craving something sweet.

Ingredients
- 4 slices toast
- 1/3 cup peanut butter
- 1 banana, sliced
- 4 slices Texas toast

Directions
Spread two tablespoons peanut butter on two sides of toast. Top with banana slices. Sprinkle with brown sugar and a dash of salt. Place in egg mixture, coating both sides.

1. In a shallow bowl, whisk the egg, milk, and vanilla. Dip remaining toast. In a nonstick pan, cook toast for two minutes on each side. Remove from heat.

2. Add peanut butter and banana slices. Sprinkle each with brown sugar. Top with syrup and serve immediately.

Fruit Smoothie Delight

This cool and creamy concoction provides a high dose of antioxidants and a good source of protein. The colorful ingredients provide a nice mix to add variety to your day.

Ingredients
- 1 cup milk
- 1/2 banana, sliced
- 1/2 cup strawberry Greek yogurt
- 1/2 cup plain yogurt
- 1/2 cup blueberries

Directions
Beat eggs with milk, paprika, salt and pepper. Pour into the skillet; cook and stir until eggs are nearly set. Add vegetable mixture and tomato; cook and stir until eggs are set.

Vegetable mixture:
- 1/4 cup chopped fresh tomato
- 1/4 cup chopped bell pepper
- 2 tablespoons milk
- 1/8 teaspoon pepper
- 1/8 teaspoon salt

Stir until eggs are set. Add vegetables and stir well until eggs are cooked.

Food
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Let Hy-Vee® help you Celebrate!

open 24 hours a day ■ 7 days a week ■ two convenient locations

lincoln center 640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west lincoln way 3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543